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Strong Magnet Antenna Base
Operation Instructions
To use this magnet antenna base
properly, read this instruction
thoroughly before using it. Keep
this manual carefully at hand for
later use.
䃂 Before Using
Strong magnet antenna base is a temporary
magnet antenna base fixed the antenna
temporarily on a car body.
To prevent any accident, pay attentions to the
following instructions.
㽲 Don’t use the antenna exceeding the
specified length and weight.
㽳 Remove the antenna when there are
obstacles such as branches.
㽴 Drive a car at less than 100km/h. When a
head wind, speed down or remove the
antenna.
㽵 Don’t insert anything between the magnet
antenna base and the car body.
㽶 Don’t install the magnet antenna base on
the curved places.
㽷 Clean up the place where are installed.
㽸 Install the magnet antenna base only on the
iron surface. (All models)
䃂 Installation and Wiring
㽲 Be careful not tointroduce rainwater into
the car through the coaxial cable.
㽳 When installing and detaching the magnet
antenna base, be sure to hold the lower part
of the antenna. Pulling the coaxial cable
may be caused to damage the car body.
䃂 Note

㽳When removing the antenna, cover the connector
parts with the attached water proof cap.

䃂 Required antennas
Please use the antenna (stainless steel) with
FOS covered by the following the conditions.
Model No.

Length

Weight

K701
(with
Less than 1.5m Less than 350g
suction cap)
K702
(with
Less than 1.5m Less than 350g
suction cap)
K707
(with
Less than 1.0m Less than 150g
suction cap)
SPM

Less than 1.2m Less than 350g

DPK-4NM

Less than 1.2m Less than 350g

MR2

Less than 1.1m Less than 250g

MRK

Less than 1.0m Less than 150g

MR5A

Less than 1.0m Less than 150g

Though these products purchased are manufactured
under strict quality control, if a damage is caused by
transporting, ask your dealer promptly.
Design and specifications of these products will be
changed for future improvement without advance
notice.

㽲 Iron powder gathered by the magnet in the
base causes rust on the car body and dama
ges the body.
䊶 Don’t wipe it off with thinner and benzine.
䊶 If it becomes too dirty, wash it with
neutral detergent.
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